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Chem I5trj
UnIt5CountIngPartIcle5 Too Small Ioee

________

Activities and Assignments
V Relative Mass Lab
V W.5 5-1: Molar Masses othe Clements
V W5 5-2: The Mole
V W5 5-5: Molar Mass Conversions & Numbers o E’arhcles
V Cmpirical Cormula Lab
v’ Quiz
V WS 5-+: Cmpirical & Molecular Cormulas
“ Unit Review W.5

V Unt5Cxam

3tandards
am able to calculate the relative mass o substances, based upon a set o

data.
25. am able to define molar mass and determine the molar mass o a pure

substance, based on a chemical formula.
2. I am able to conve beveen rnass moles and paicle numbers in a sample

o a pure substance.
27. I am able to relate mass data about a compound to the percent

composition and the empirical & molecular cormulas o th substance.

tudj Guide
• State evidence for Avogadro’s Hjpothesis.
• Use Avogadro’s Hpothesis and experimental data to determine the

relative mass of molecules.
• Use experimental data to determine the relative mass of two objects.
• Use experimental data to determine the number of items in a sample

without actuallj counting them.
• Given the chemical formula 0f a substance, determine the molar mass.



• Given the mass of a substance, determine the number 0f moles 0f the
sample and the number of atoms or molecules in the sample.

• Given the number o1 moles of a substance, find the mass of the sample and
the number 0f atoms or molecules in the sample.

• Given the formula 0f a compound, determine its percent composItion.
• Given data about the percent composition 0f a sample, determine the

empIrical formula of the compound.
• Given the empirical formula and information about the molar mass 0f the

compound, determine the molecular formula.
• Define Avogadro’s Hjpothesis, relative mass, mole, percent composition,

empirical formula, and Avogadro’s number.
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Counting Particles Too Small
To See

Unit5
- - .

- 4-.

Relative Atomic Masses

• Since masses of atoms are extremely
small, scientists use relative masses
when referring to the mass of an atom.

• Relative masses are the mass of an atom
in comparison to some standard.

• Scientists hove chosen Carbon-12 as the
standard and given it the arbitrary moss
of 12 atomic moss units (amus).

Relative Atomic Masses

• One atomic mass unit, or 1 amu, is
exactly 1/12th the mass of a carbon-12
atom, or 1.660 540 x 10-27 kg.

• The atomic masses of all other atoms is
determined by comparing it to the
carbon42 atom.

• Isotopes of different masses do not
differ very much in their chemical
behavior.

Average Atomic Mass

Most elements occur naturally as a
mixture of isotopes.
Scientists need to account for the % of
occurrence when calculating the average
atomic mass of the element.
Average atomic mass is the weighted
average of the atomic masses of the
naturally occurring isotopes of an
element.

Calculating Average Atomic Mass

(amu isotope 1)(% occurrence) +

(amu isotope 2)(% occurrence) +

(amu isotope 3)(% occurrence)
Average atomic mass in amus

Relating Mass to Numbers of Atoms

• The relative atomic mass scale makes it
possible to know how many atoms of an
element are present in a sample of the
element with a measurable mass.

1
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gA imolA =molA

At. Mass A g

molA At. MassAg=gA

The Mole

• SI unit of amount of substance.
• A mole (mol) is the amount of a

substance that contains as many
particles as there are atoms in exactly
12 g of carbori-12.

• The mole is a counting unit.

Avogcidro’ 5 Number

• The number of particles in a mole has
been experimentally determined to be
6.022 x 10.

• 12 g of carbon-12 contains 6.022 x 1023
atoms C.

• Particles atoms ions molecules

Molar Mass
• The mass of Avogodro’ s number of

atoms of a substance.
• The mass of 1 mol of a pure substance is

called the molar mass (MM) of that
substance.

• Molar mass is numerically equal to the
atomic mass of that substance.

• Units are g/mol.
• H has molar mass of 1.00794 g/mol.

Gram/Mole Conversions

• Molar mass is used as a conversion
factor in mass-mole problems.

• 1 mol A z atomic mass A in g.

Ii molA

Mole/Particles Conversions

• Avogodro’ s number is used as a
conversion factor in mole-particles
problems.

• 1 mol A 6.022 x 1023 particles A
mol A x 6.022 x ioes particles A particles A

1 mol A

particles A x 1 mole A moles A
6.022 x 1023 particles A

Gram/Particles Conversions

• Use both conversion factors in these
problems.

g A x 1 niol A x 6,022 x 1023 particles A particles A
At. MaSSA9 1 malA

particles A x 1 mol A x At. Mass A g g A
6.022 x 10 particles A 1 mol A

2
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Using Chemical Formulas

Example: H20

• FM of H20 is

2 H x l.Olg 2.02g
1 0 x 16.OOg 16.OOg

18.02 g

• FM is aka molecular mass or molecular
weight.

Example: % Comp. of Cu25
1. FM of compound

2Cu x 63.55g 127109
1Sx32.07g 32Q7g

159.179 Cu2S
2. %Cu

7jO x 100% 79.85% Cu
159.179

3. ,s
32P7g x 100% 20.15% 5
159.179

You can subtract one from 1OO7 to get 2” answer.
but....

What if you are wrong?’?’?

Formula Mass

FM sum of atomic masses in g or amu.
• Example; Sodium
• FMofNa=22.99gNa

- This is the atomic mass from the periodic
table for sodium.

- Remember, rule is to take atomic masses
off the Periodic Table rounded to 2 decimal
places.

Percentage Composition

• It is useful to know the percentage by
mass of an element in a compound.

• If we needed a source of oxygen you
would want to choose a compound that
has a lot in it in order to be efficient.
Formula used to calculate % comp
%comp FM of element in cmpd x 100%

FM of cmpd

betermining Chemical
Formulas
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What Is an Empirical Formula?

• An empirical formula consists of the
symbols for the elements combined in a
compound, with subscripts showing the
smallest whole-number mole ratio of the
different atoms in the compound.

• aka: simplest formula
biborane
EF BH3
Molecular formula B2H6

Calculation of Empirical Formula

1. If given in % comp., change it to grams.
You may assume you have 1009 of the
cmpd.

78% B 78g B
22% H 22 g H

2. If given in mass - begin with that data.

Calculation of Empirical Formula

C. Calculate the ratio of the elements in
the cmpd.

7.216 mol B: 21.78 mol H
*Must be a simple whole number ratio.
7.216 mol B: 21.78 mol H

7.216 7.216
lmolB:3.OlmolHorlmolB:3molH

Calculation of Empirical Formula

A. Need composition data. This can be
given in mass or % composition in the
problem.

78% boron
22% hydrogen

Calculation of Empirical Formula

B. Convert the moss data to moles.

78gBx imoiB =7.2l6molB
10.81 g B

22 g H x 1 mol H 21.78 mol H
1.01 g H

Calculation of Empirical Formula

b. Write the empirical formula.

1 mol B: 3 mol H

BH3
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Calculation of Molecular Formula

• The relationship between the EF and its
MF is

X(EF) MF
X whole number multiplier

• Once the X is known, it can be used to
calculate the MF.

• To calculate X
X(EF FM) MF FM

Calculation of Molecular Formula

B. Need FM of MF
• This will be gjy in the problem.

MF FM 27.67 g

Calculation of Molecular Formula

b. betermineMF

X(EF) = MF

2(BH3) = 82H6

5

EF Summary of Steps

1. Composition Data
2. Composition in g
3. Convert to moles
4. Calculate mole ratio
5. Write EF

Calculation of Molecular Formula

A. Calculate FM of EF . -.

BH3= lBxlO.Blg =10.81g
3Hxl.Olg = 3.03g

13.84 g BH3

Calculation of Molecular Formula

C. Calculate X

X(EF FM) = MF FM
X(13.84 g) 27.67 g
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MF Summary of Steps

1. Calculate FM of EF
2. FM of MF (given)
3. CalculateX
4. betermineMF

6



CliemIstr9 Name____________________
Unit 5: Counting Particles Too Small To See
Mrs. ijtcheson Due Date:
W5 5-1

Molar Masses 0f the elements

Relative Mass rrom Gases

We have estabhshed that the combining ratio of gases can be explained f two

assumptions are made:

1. C9ual volumes of gases contain the same number of molecules at the same pressure
and temperature.

2. Some pure elemental gases are clustered into pairs to form diatomic molecules.

Use these assumptions and parLicle diagrams to explain the fact that the densitj of
oxjgen gas at standard temperature and pressure is 1.+5 g/liter, whereas the densitj of
hjdrogen gas under these conditions is 0.089 g/liter. How manj times more massive is
one molecule of oxgen than one molecule of hjdrogen?

You shouldn’t conclude that chemists were able to determine the molar masses of all the
elements using this techni9ue. Measurements of the densIt of the gaseous phase 0f
mane of the elements are diicult, f not impossible. However, we are goingto see that
chemists could use another tl — the percent composition oFcompouncls to determine
molar masses.

Relative Mass rrom Compounds
Manj substances combine th oxjgen to form a type 0f compound called an oxide. In
the previous unit we saw that such combinations olen occur in multiple propoftions.

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 1 U5 wsl v3.0



John Dalton made the assumption that the lowest ratio was a 1:1 combinatIon of
elements. ror now, we will maLe a simIlar assumption. We ma9 have to re-exam/ne th15
assumpt)on later.

In Unit + ou examined % composition data of several compounds. ror example, bog
of the simplest oxide of carbon contains +2.9g of C and 57.1 g of 0. To be able to
compare masses 0f elements to the mass 0f oxjgen, it important to use the same mass
of oxygen In all of the ratios. (Jsinga propoftion, one can showthat7s.OgofC
combines with 1oogofoxjgen.

42.9gC — 75.OgC

57.lgO — lOOgO

In lilce manner, the masses of the elements in various oxides were calculated and shown
in the table below.

iement Mass of element that Dalton’s Adjusted
combines with 100 g relative mass relative mass

of oxjgen Question I Question)

Hjdrogen l2.5g 1.0 1.0

Carbon 75.0

Nitrogen 87.5

0xjgen bog

Iron 5+9

Mercurj 1250

Silver 15+9

1. f these elements combine in a 1:1 ratio, then the values in the 2nd column could be used
to compare the masses 0f these elements. As ou dId in the relative mass lab, divide
these values b the mass 0f hdrogen to obtain relative masses 0f the elements. Record
these values in the )rJ column. These are the values Dalton reported for the relative
masses of these elements.

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 2 U5 wsl v3.0



2. Compare the value lor the mass of oxgen jou obtained th5 waJ th the value jou
calculated earlier. .5l<etch particle diagrams lor both Dalton’s and our current model o
water. Use these to explain Dalton’s mass or oxgen is too low.

5. SInce the mass Dalton obtained lor oxgen was half o the accepted value, adjust the
values jou obtained for the other elements and record them in the column. Mow d0
these values compare to the molar masses in the Periodic Table? Are there an other
elements that d0 not combine in a 1:1 ratio? Lxplain.

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 3 U5 wsl v3.0





Chemistrj Name

____________________________

UnitS: Counting Particles Too Small To See
Mrs. Cjtcheson
WS 5-2

Tke Mole

To help ou beer visualize the enormous size of Avogadro’s number, .022 x 1025, consider
the l:ollowing analogies:

1. if we had a mole of rice grains, all the land area of the eafth would be covered with
rice to a depth of about 75 meters!

2. One mole of rice grains is more grain than the number of all grain grown since the
beginning of time.

5. One mole of marshmallows (standard 1 in5 size) would cover the United States to a

depth of 50 miles.

if the Mount St. Helens eruption had released a mole of pafticles the size of sand
grains, the entire state of Washington would have been buried to a depth e9ual to the
height of a 10-storj building.

5. A mole of basLetballs wouldjust about fIt perfectlj into a ball bagthe size of the
eafth.

Your turn
NOTC: To earn credit for these problerns ou MUST show jour worL using dimensional
analLjsis, scientific notation, significant figures and labels.

Assumingthat each human being has o trillion b0d cells ( x 1015) and that the
earths population is billion ( x 109), calculate the total number of living human
bod cells on th5 planet. is th5 number smaller or larger than a mole’?

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 1 U5 . the mole v3.0



7. A supercomputer, nicknamed Roadrunner1 built b WM lor the Los Alamos National
Labs can perform about 1.05 petallop/s (1 petafiop s I x j15 calculation5).
Determine h0 mans secOnd5 It would tale th1s computer to count a mole 0f things.
Convert thI5 figure Into sears.

8. ifou started countIngwhen ou first learned how to count and then counted b
ones, eight hours a dad, 5 dads a week for 50 weeLs a sear, ou would bejudged a
‘good counter’ ifou could reach + billion b the time ou retired at age 5. if ever
human on earth (about 7 x I0) were to count thI5 wa until retirement, what fractIon
of a mole would thea count?

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 2 U5 - the mole v3.0



ChemIstrj Name

____________________________

Unit : Counting PaftIcle5 Too Small To See
Mr5. Ctche5on Due Date:
WS -5

Mass-MoIe-F’artIcle ConversIons

1. An old (pre-1987) pennj is nearl pure copper. isuch a penn has a mass o5.5 how
manj moles o copper atoms would be in one pennj?

2. pour naIl5 have a total mass o1 +A2 grams. How mans moles o1 Iron atoms do thea
contain?

5. A raindrop has a mass o 0.050g. How manj moles o water does a raindrop contain?

+. What mass o water would ou need to have 15.0 moles o H20?

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 1 U5 ws2 v3.0



. One b0 o Mofton’s Salt contaIns 757 grams. How mans moles o sodium chloride
(NaCl) Is this’?

. A chocolate chip coolie recipe calls for 0.050 moles 0f baLing soda (sodium
bIcarbonate, NaHCO5). How mans grams should the chef mass out?

7. Rust is iron (Hi) oxide (e2O5). The owner of a 959 Cadillac conveftible wants to

restore It b removing the rust with oxallc acid, but he needs to Lnow how mans moles
0f rust wiW be involved In the reaction. How mans moles of Iron (III) oxide are contained
In 2.50 Lgof rust?

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 2 U5 ws2 v3.0



8. hrst-centurj Roman doctors believed that urine whitened
teeth and also Lept them firml in place. As gross as that
sounds, it must have worled because It was used as an active
ingredIent in toothpaste and mouthwash well Into the 18th
centurj. would jou believe it’s tll used todaj? ThanUullj,
not in its original form! Modern dentists recognized that it was
the ammonia that cleaned the teeth, and thej tll use that. The cormula cor ammonia Is
NH5. How mans moles are in O.7 g of ammonia? How mans molecules?

9. Lead (II) chromate, bCrO-, was used as a pigment in paints. How mans moles o1 lead
chromate are in 75.0 g 0f lead (H) chromate? How many atoms 0f oxygen are present?

10. The diameter of the tungsten wire in a light bulb filament is verj small, less than two

thousandths of an inch, or about 1/20 mm. The mass 0f the filament is so vera
small — 0.O17 grams — that it would tale i,OO filaments to weigh an ounce!
How manj tungsten atoms are in a tpical light bulb filament?

©Modeling Tnstruction—AMTA 2013 3 U5 ws2 v3.0



11. Two popular antacId5 tablets are Turns and Maalox. Tke active ingredient in botk o
these antacids is calcium carbonate, CaCQ5. Turns Regular strength tablets contain

O.7+7g and Maalox tablets contain o.oo g o1 calcium carbonate. Compare the
number o4ormula units ocalcium carbonate in both Turns and Maalox.

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 4 U5 ws2 v3.O



Chemistr Name

____________________________

Unit : Counting Partides Too Small To See
Mrs. Ltcheson Due Date:
wS :--

mpIrIcal anJ Molecular rormulas

Use dimensional analjsis including units, significant figures, and scientific notation. 13e sure
to 5h0 all mathematical worI and reasoning and use complete sentences in explanatons
where necessarj.

i. ind the empirical lormula oa compound contaIning5z.ogol bromine and 9go
magne5ium.

2. What is the empirical lormula oa carbon_oxgen compound, gIven that a 95.Zgsample
o the compound contains rO.8 g o1 carbon and the rest oxjgen?

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 1 U5 ws 3 v3.O



5. A compound wa anal3zed and pound to contain 9.8 gof nitrogen, 0.70 gof hjdrogen,
and 55. g of oxjgen. What is the empirical formula 0f the compound?

+. A compound composed of hjdrogen and oxJgen Is found to contain o.9gof hjdrogen
and 9AOgofoxgen. The molar mass 0f th5 compound is 5+.Og/mol. Mnd the
empirical and molecular formulas.

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 2 U5 ws 3 v3.0



. A sample 0f Iron oxide was iound to contain i.ii go iron and O.+80 g o oxgen. Its
molar mass is roughl x as great as that of oxjgen gas. rind the empirical lormu[a and
the molecular formula o th5 compound.

. rind the percentage composition o a compound that contains 17. g o1 iron and
10.5 g o sulfur. The total mass o the compound is 27.9g.

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 3 1J5 ws 3 v3.0



7. rInd the percentage composition o a compound that contains 1.9+ g o carbon, OA-8 g
ol hjdrogen, and 2.8 g of sulfur in a 5.00 g sample o the compound.

8. What is the % b mass o oxgen in Mg(N05)2?

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 4 U5 ws 3 v3.0



CkemI5trj Name
(Jnjt : Counting PartIcle5 Too Small To See
Mr5. L3tckeson In C1a55 ActIvItLj

Review W5

(JnIt 5 RevIew

1. Deline the lollowingterm5:

a. mole

b. molar mass

c. Avogaclro’s number

ci. empirical formula

e. molecular formula

2. Mncl tl-ie molar mass o the following:

a. KNO5

b. oxgen gas

c. (NH+)2C05

ci. Ca(N05)2

e. Ag2CrO

Pbso+

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 1 U5 review v3.0



5. Consider the mass olthe various hardware listed below.

______________

Mass

____ _______

mass

Washer I 7-ar

oIt PII1

____________

a. Do the calculations necessar to complete the table.

b. cxplain the connection between these calculations and the atomic masses in
the FerIodic Table.

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 2 U5 review v3.0



Conveft the foIowIng:

a. 12.Oge tomole5

b. 25.0 golClzga5to mo’es

c. O.+7gol (NH)25O+to moles

ci. 015 moles NaNO5 tograms

e. 0.0280 moles NO2 tograms

0.+ moles AlCl5 to grams

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 3 U5 review v3.0



5. Use Avogaciro’s number to d0 the foMowing:

a. How mans atoms are there in 0.00150 moles Ln7

b. Itjou had 2.50 moles oloxgen gas, what mass o the gas would be in the
sample?

A +.O7g sample o Na! contains h0 mans atoms o Na?

d. How mans atoms o1 chlorine are there in 1.5 g o1 iron (I!!) chloride, reCl5?

*e. What is the mass o 100 mIllion atoms ogold? Could jou mass th5 on a balance?

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 4 U5 review v3.O



Calculate the empirical formula o1 a compound that contain5 +.20 g o1 nitrogen and
12.0 g o1 oxgen.

7. When 2O.1 g o magne5ium oxide reacts th carbon, carbon monoxide forms and
12.1 go Mg metal remains. What is the empirical lormula of magnesium oxide?

8. Determine the molecular formula 0f each compound:

a. Cr=CH5 MM =78g/mol

b. = NO2; MM = 92g/mol

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 5 U5 review v3.0



9. A compound 15 composed o17.20 go carbon, l.20g o hjdrogen and 9.60 g
oxgen. The molar mass o the compound Is 180 g/mole. EetermIne the empIrIcal
and molecular formulas o th1s compound.

10. What Is the % b mass o oxgen In water?

11. A compound o1 Iron and oxjgen is round to contain ZB g o1 e and 8.0 g of 0. What
the % b mass 0f each element In the compound?

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 6 U5 review v3.0



Honor5 CkemI5tr
UnIt : PartIcle5 WIth Internal Structure

Activities and Assignments
V Stic!uj Tape Lab
V W5 -1: Thomson Mode! ol: the Atom

V WS —2: Thomson Mode! and Sticaj Tape

V Conductivit of: Substances and Solutions ActIvItj
V Llectrolsis of: Copper (H) chloride ActIvit
V WS —5: Patterns of: charge in the Periodic Table
V Structures of: s011d5 ActIvIt
V WS —+: wh Structure Is Impoftant
V WS —5: IonIc Compounds
V Quiz
V WS —: Representing Ions and CmpirIcal ormulas
V Unit Review WS

V UnítLxam

Standards
28. am able to describe th Thomson model of: the atom and cite evidence f:or

the mobile charge in atoms being negative.
29. am able to able to explain the dif:f:erences behvcen th propertie5 of:

Ionic, molecular and atomic 50ld5 using models ol- the crjstal structures.
50.1 am able to dierentiate beeen ionic and molecular compounds f:rorn a

name or a f:ormula.
51. am able to 5tate the correct name or f:ormula 0f: a binarj molecular

compound, given its f:ormula or name.
52. I am able to state the correct name or f:ormula 0f: an ionic compound, given

its f:ormula or name.

Studj Guide
DescrIbe evidence that supports the idea that particles have a propertj
we call charge.



• Use the Thomson model o1 the atom to account lor the pact that neutral
atoms can become either posItIvel or negativel charged the 1055 or
gain olE electrons.

• List properties that distinguish metals from nonmetals.
• Describe the evidence that distinguishes ionic from molecular or atomic

50lid.
• Given the formula 0f an ionic or molecular substance, state its name.
• Given the name of an ionic or molecular substance, write its formula.
• prom the name or formula of a substance determine whether that

substance is molecular or ionic.
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Chemical Formulas &
Chemical Compounds

Unit 6
Chemical Names & Formulas

2 Examples

C8H18 AI(SO)3

— Molecular Compound — ronic Compound

— Formula unit
— Sulfate ion

Use parentheses to
indicate how many of

The Significance of a
;ho;

120

Chemical Formula

What does a formula tell you? Monatomic Ions

• It represents known facts about the Ions formed from a sin9le atom.
compound. • Nat, M92 A13

• Can represent how much of a substance. • ci-, 5-2 N-3
H20

— 1 molecule of water
— 1 mole of water
— 6.022 x 1023 molecules of water
— 1 molar mass of water

1
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Naming Positive Moncitomic Ions Naming Negative Monatomic Ions

1. Write element name. 1. brop the ending of the element name.
2. Add the word “ion”. 2. Add “-ide” ending.

3. Add the word “ion”.

Potassium ion
fluoride ion

Binary Ionic Compounds
Basic

Namin9rormulcl
Writing

• Contain 2 different elements. Always write the positive ion first.
• In ionic compounds, charges must be • bon’t write “1” as a subscript.

equal so compound is neutral. . bon’t write charges in the chemical
formula of a compound.

Mg2 and Br
MgBr2

The Cross-Over Method Example

• Useful in determining the subscripts to A13 and Q2

be used in a chemical formula.
1. Write the symbols with their charge.
2. Cross over the charge numerical values

to give the subscripts. 2A1 x +3 +6
3. Check the subscripts & write the 30 X -2

formula. 0
A1203

2
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The Stock System of Naming

• Used when the positive ion has more
than one possible charge.

• A Roman numeral is included in the name
to indicate which ion is in the compound.

Copper (I) ion
Copper (II) ion

Example

• Fe3 and C1

Iron (III) ion
• chloride ion

• Iron (III) chloride

Naming Binary Ionic Compounds

1. Name positive ion.
2 Name negative ion
3. Combine names and drop “ion”s.
A1203
Aluminum ion
oxide ion
Aluminum oxide

How to use the Stock System

1. Identify the positive ion’ 5 charge.
2. Write the name of the positive ion

including a Roman numeral for the
charge.

3. Write the name of the negative ion.
4. brop the words “ion”.
5. Write the compound name.

Nomenclature

• A naming system.
• The Stock system is a type of

nomenclature.

Example
AI*3 and Q2

A

2A1 x +3 +6
30 x -2

0
A1203

1
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Polyatomic Ions

• Most are negative.
• Most are oxyanions.

- A negative ion that contains oxygen.
• Many are formed from the same two

elements.
NO2- and N03

So we need a way to designate the
difference when naming.

Binary Molecular Compounds

• Are compounds that contain 2 different
elements but are bonded covalently
These are named using a prefix system

bihydrogen monoxide

H20

Examples

503 Sulfur trioxide

* P205 = biphosphorous pentoxide

Phosphorous trichloride PCI3

Carbon tetrachioride = CCl

besignating Oxyanions

• The one with the most oxygen atoms
gets an -ate ending.

• The one with the least oxygen atoms
gets an -ite ending.

NO2- nitrite
N03 = nitrate

So how do you know??????
LOOK IT UP!!!

Using the Prefix System of
Naming

1. First element
a. Write the element name.
b. Use a prefix if there is more than one.

2. Second element
a. Write the prefix that indicates how many

atoms there are.
b. Add the root of the element name.
c. Add -ide ending.

Acids

Usually are binary compounds or an
oxyacid
Binary acids (HCI)

— Contain 2 different elements.
- Cation is always H
Oxyacids (H3PO4)
- Contain H, 0 and a third element.
- Cation is always H.

2
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Salts

• An ionic compound composed of a cation
and the anion from an acid.

• NaCI
— Cl- from hydrochloric acid.

• Ca504
— 504 2 from sulfuric acid

J

Oxidation Numbers

HWQ7-1

You should be able to:
- betermine the formula of an ionic compound,

molecular compound, and acid.
- Given a chemical formula, determine the name of

an ionic compound, also using the Stock System
when necessary.

- Given a chemical formula, determine the name of a
binary molecular compound usin9 the prefix system
of naming.

- Given a chemical formula, determine the name of
an acid.

What is an oxidation number?

• Aka: oxidation state
An oxidation number is similar in
meaning to “ionic charge”.

• It can be used with molecular
compounds to determine formulas too
- Remember molecular compounds ore

covalently bonded so there is no transfer
of electrons (no ions formed).

HWQ7-2

• You should be able to:
- betermine the oxidation number of an

element within a compound.
- betermine the oxidation number of an

element within a polyatomic ion.

How to determine oxidation
numbers

• FeCl2

lFex÷2 =.i.2

2Clx-1 :::.2
0

So, Fe2 and Cl-

3
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Using Chemical Formulas

Example: H20

• FM of H20 is

2 H x 1.019 = 2.029
1 0 x 16.OOg 16.OOg

18.02 g

• FM is aka molecular mass or molecular
weight.

MM Example: MaCI

1. Need FM
lNax22.99gNa 22.99g
id x 35.45g 35.45g

58.44 g NaCI
2. Write MM

58.44 g NaCI
1 mol NaCI

Formula Mass

• FM = sum of atomic masses in g or amu.
• Example: Sodium
• FMofNa=22.99gNa

— This is the atomic mass from the periodic
table for sodium.

- Remember, rule is to take atomic masses
off the Periodic Table rounded to 2 decimal
places.

Molar Mass

MM = formula mass in g per 1 mole.
• MM g/mol
Example: Sodium
MM = 22.99q Na

1 mol Na

What is MM used for?

• MM is used as a conversion factor
between mass and moles.

• Mole —÷ Mass:
molxEM.9=g

1 mol
• Mass —* Mole:

gxlmol mol
FM g

4
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Percentage Composition

• It is useful to know the percentage by
mass of an element in a compound.

• If we needed a source of oxygen you
would want to choose a compound that
has a lot in it in order to be efficient.

• Formula used to calculate % comp.:
%comp FM of element in cmpd x 100%

FM of cmpd

HWQ7-3
• You should be able to:

— betermine the formula mass of a compound.
- betermine the molar mass of a compound.
— betermine the moles of a compound from

the mass of a compound.
— betermine the mass of a compound from

the moles of a compound.
- betermine the number of molecules of a

compound from the moles of a compound.
- Calculate the percentage composition of a

compound.

What Is an Empirical Formula?

• An empirical formula consists of the
symbols for the elements combined in a
compound, with subscripts showing the
smallest whole-number mole ratio of the
different atoms in the compound.

• aka: simplest formula
biborane
EF BH3
Molecular formula BH6

Example: % Comp. of Cu25
1. FM of compound

2Cu x 63.55g 127.lOg
15x32.07g 7g

159.17 g Cu25
2. %Cu

12Z,iO.g x 100% 79.85% Cu
159.179

3. %S
x 100% 20.15% S

159.179
You can subtract one from 1OO to get 2d answer,

but....
What if you are wrong?!?!?

Calculation of Empirical Formula

A. Need composition data. This can be
given in mass or % composition in the
problem.

78% boron
22% hydrogen

5
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Calculation of Empirical Formula

1. If given in % comp., change it to grams.
You may assume you have lOOg of the
cmpd.

78% B = 78g B
22% H = 22 9 H

2. If given in mass - begin with that data.

Calculation of Empirical Formula

C. Calculate the ratio of the elements in
the cmpd.

7.216 mol B: 21.78 mol H
*Must be a simple whole number ratio.
7.216 mol B: 21.78 mol H

7.216 7.216
1 mol B : 3.01 mol H or 1 mol B: 3 mol H

EF Summary of Steps

1. Composition bata
2. Composition in g
3. Convert to moles
4. Calculate mole ratio
5. Write EF

Calculation of Empirical Formula

B. Convert the mass data to moles.

78 g B x 1 mol B 7.216 mol B
10.81 g B

22gHx lmolH 21.78molH
1.01 g H

Calculation of Empirical Formula

b. Write the empirical formula.

1 mol B: 3 mol H

BH3

Calculation of Molecular Formula

The relationship between the EF and its
MF is

X(EF) = MF
X = whole number multiplier

• Once the X is known, it can be used to
calculate the MF.
To calculate X

X(EF FM) = MF FM

6



MF Summary of Steps

1. Calculate FM of EF
2. FM of MF (given)
3. CalculateX
4. betermine MF

HWQ7-4

• You should be able to:
- betermine the empirical formula of a

compound given its composition data.
- betermine the molecular formula of a

compound given its empirical formula and
its molecular mass.

4/16/20

Calculation of Molecular Formula

A. Calculate FM of EF

BH3z 1 BxlO.81g
3H x 1.01 9

= 10.81 9
= 3.03g

13.84 9 BH3

Calculation of Molecular Formula

B. Need FM of MF
• This will be gjy in the problem.

MFFM 27.679

Calculation of Molecular Formula

C. Calculate X

X(EF FM) = MF FM
X(13.84 g) = 27.67 g

X=2

Calculation of Molecular Formula

b. betermine MF

X(EF) = MF

2(BH3) B2H6
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Unit : Particles 1th Internal Structure

Mrs. Ctcheson Due Date:

W.5 -1

Thomson Model 0f the Atom

J. J. Thomson performed experiments with cathode ras in an at±empt to understand
electricitj which was tll a mjsterj in the late 1800s. Review the website A Look Inside

the Atom’ to find the conclusions that Thomson and other phjsicIsts drew regarding the
mjsterious cathode ras.

Thomson’s 1897 xperiments - state the conclusions Thomson drew from each of h5
famous cathode ra experiment5:

1. rII-5t xperIment: Thomson directed the beam at an electrometer and tried to
separate the evidence of charge from the path of the beam. What connection od

Thomson ind’ between charge and the cathode rags? Was the charge positive or
negative?

2. Second xperIment: Thomson tried passingthe cathode ra through an electric
field. How di01 cathode rag beam behave when itpassed through an electric elc!?

What he conclude after h15 second experiment?

1 http://www.aip.org/history/e1ectron/jjhome.htm
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5. ThIrd experiment: Thomson dd some careful measurements on how much the
path o the cathode ra was bent in a magnetic lield and h0 much energy thej
carried. rrom th5 worl Thomson could descrIbe the mass/charge ratio o1 the
cathode ra particles. wl7atamaz/ngresult cl/cl T!7omson lnc!?

Tkomson’5 Atomic Model: Thomson presented three hjpotheses prom
experiments. Onl two were accepted b phsicists — in lact the third was shown to be
wrong! prom the lirst two came a model o1 the atom Inown as the Plum Puc’ongmodel.
Complete the atom drawing below to illustrate Thomson’s plum pudding model. Cxplain
h0 th5 pits with h5 observations.
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Honors ChemIstrj
Unit : Parbcles with Internal Structure
Mrs. Ljtcheson

LA

“5tIcL Tape’5 Lab

In Unit our model 0f the atom moved from simple particles to one In which some
substances were made from “compound particles”. Using the electroljsis 01:

water, we showed that these particles combined In definite ratios. What we didn’t
address, however, was what held these particles together In these well-defined
ratios.
The phenomena we’ve studied thus far dId not reguire that these particles have
an Internal structure. However, In the electrolsIs of water, it Is clear that
electrical forces are somehow involved in the formation of compounds. In th5 lab
we will studj the behavior of the charged particles and develop a more complex
model of the atom that accounts for the fact that some particles have positive
charge whereas others are negativelj charged.

MaterIas:

• One roll of transparent tape Two strips 0f aluminum 15

• Piece 0f00l or fur cm x 1.5 cm

• Two strips 0f paper, 15 cm x 1.5 . Plastic ruler
cm . Glass rod

Procedure A:

1. SticI a piece of tape that is about 15cm long on the table. This is the base
tape.

top

bottom
base.

table I I



Attach a similar piece of tape to the base tape. Maie sure ou have made
a handle, or flap, at one end in order to be able to separate it from the
base. Label th5 piece of tape “h” for bottom.

5. Attach another piece of tape to the top lajer again forming a handle, or
flap, at the end. Label th5 piece of tape “T” for top.
Repeat steps 1-5 so that ou have two sets of base + top + bottom lasers
of tape.

5. Cut two pieces of paper, about the same size as the tape, and hang one
from the edge 0f the table. Label the hanging paper “F”.

Cut two pieces 0f aluminum f0l, about the same size as the tape, and hang
one from the edge 0f the table. Label the hanging foil “r”.

7. Peel one set 0f “T” and “h” tapes from its base tape, Ieeplng the “T” and
“b” tapes together.

8. Run a finger along the non-sticl<ij side 0f the tapes to “ground” them.
9. Vera 9uicJ, peel the “T” and ““ tapes apart.
10. Hang each tape from the table next to the hanging paper and f0l.

EF P T Btable

11. Take the piece 0f paper that is not hanging and bring it close to, but not
touching, each 0f the hanging strips. Describe h3t jou see happening.
include a series 0f sletches 0f the materials as thej approach one
another with vectors to represent the forces on the materials. Record
jour results in the Data Table.

12. TaIe the piece 0f f0l and repeat step 11.

15. Repeat steps 7-9 with the second set 0f tapes.
H-. Repeat step ii with the top tape.



15. Repeat step ii with the bottom tape.

Data Table:

___________

Top bottom Paper [oil
Top

__________ __________ __________ __________

bottom
Paper

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________

[oil
Plastic rod
[ur or Wool

Our MoJel of the Atom and the Assignment 0f (+) and (-) charges
Our current model 0f the atom is consistent with the existence of 2 tapes of
charge. An atom has a positivelj charged nucleus surrounded b mobile
negativelj charged electrons. Materials become charged b the gain or of
these mobile electrons. based on a number of observations we have assigned the
label 0f negative to a plastic rod when rubbed with fur or wool. The fur or wool,
having lt electrons to the plastic, becomes positIvelj charged.
Procedure :
1. Rub a plastic rod with wool or fur and approach the “T” tape. Then

approach the “b” tape. Describe, lileou dd before, what ou see
happening.

2. based on jour observations from using the plastic rod, label the “T” and
‘b” tapes with either a (+) or a (-). Restate the interaction between the
T” and ‘b” tapes using the terms positive and negative instead 0ft0 and
bottom.

5. Approach the hanging strips 0f paper and f0l with the plastic rod. Then
approach the hanging strips 0f paper and f0l with the piece 0f wool or
fur. Describe, liIeou dd before, what jou see happening. How does
the strength 0f these interactions compare to those observed th the “T”
and “b” tapes?





Sticky Tape Lab
Discussion

Not charged?
e Were there any items that did not have a

charge?

o Why do you believe this?

• Paper and Foil - while they were
attracted to both tapes, they were not
attracted to themselves or each other

Timing
• When did the tape become charged?

• After we ripped them apart.

If they didn t become charged until we
ripped them apart, what conclusion can we
draw?

There was something transferred
during the ripping

Charge?

• Which of the items do you believe had a
charge?

• Why do you believe fhis?

• Two tapes - demonstrated attraction and
repulsion

Neutral?
If the Paper and Foil are neutrol, how could
they have been attracted to both the
positive and negative tape?

What does neutral really mean?

• No charge?

• Equal amounts of positive and negative
charge

Transfer?
• What is the smallest thing we are aware of

that could be transferred?

o Atoms

o Does moving an atom or group of atoms from
one place to another change the charge of
something?

• No - therefore ** there must be
something smaller than an atom that was
transferred



Something smaller?
Based on our observations so far, what
characteristics con we assign to this object?

If’s smaller than an atom

It’s mobile (it moved from one tape to
another)

It has a charge (moving it changed the
charge of both tapes)

Now what do we know?
• If’s smaller than an atom

• It’s mobile

• It has a charge

• According to Thomson that charge is
negative

• What do we call thIs??

• Electron



We still have one
question to answer....

a Why was the foil more attracted to the
charged objects than the paper was?

o The electrons ore MORE mobile in the foil
than in the paper.





Honors CkemistrL3 Name________________________
UnIt : Particles with Internal Structure
Mrs. CtcReson Due Date:

W.S -2

Thom5on Model and 5tIcL9 Tape

Let’s see h0 we can use Thomson’s model to explain the behavior o the sticLj tape when
we made our tape stacls.

A ew atoms prom the top tape and the bottom tape are represented in the diagram below.
Acid electrons to each atom to show what happens to the electrons when we make a tape
stacL out o neutral pieces o tape and then pull them apart.

top(+) cxc:x: cXXD

bottom XZXEXD EZXEXDO EXEXDO
Before adhesion In contact Separated

Describe the macroscopic changes in the tapes and then provide a microscopIc explanation
based on Thomson’s model o the atom and our drawings.

©Modeling Instruction — AMTA 2013 1 U6 Sticky Tape vl.0



behavior of roI and Paper with charged Tapes

We observed that neither foIl (metal atoms) nor paper (non-metal atoms) would attract
each other. ut foil and paper are both attracted to both the charged tapes (top and
bottom).
How can we use the pudding model ofatoms to explain the differences we
observed?

Several atoms from the paper and foil are drawn on the next page. The ones on the left
have no charged object near them. The ones on the right are next to a top tape
(+ charge).

Add force vectors to the non-metal (paper) atoms and the top tape in the first row to show
the attraction between the paper and the tape. Then d0 the same for the f0l and the tape
in the second row. e sure the sie oFihe vector5 shows the relative strengths 0f the
attractions.

Now draw the electrons in each atom “b0l” to show their arrangements when no charged
object is near present and then when a charged object is brought near.

Metal (Al foil)
top tape near

Non-metal
(paper)

Non-metal
(paper) Top TapeI

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Metal (Al foil)
no charged object near

Top Tape
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LxplaIn k3 these arrangements o e’ectrons WOL produce the observed attractions.
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Honors Chemistrj Name_______________________
Unit : Parhcles with Internal Structure
Mrs. Ltcheson Due Date:
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Pattern5 of Ckarge In tI-ie Periodic Table

We have observed evidence that when metal-nonmetal compounds are dissolved, the
metal parLIcles tend to form positivelj charged ions (cations), while non-metal
parhcles tend to form negativel charged ions (anions). However, when these same
metal and non-metal par±Icles are combined to form compounds thee d0 not conduct
electricitj as 50ld5. We will now examine the pafterns that exist for the ratios In which
these elements combine in order to determine the charges of the ions thea form.

I. Write the formula and draw the pafticle diagram for each compound.
T17e ra/o oFions in eacl7 compouna’i5iven.

Atoms 1 calcium 2 lithium 2 aluminum I berllium
involved 1oxjgen 1oxgen 5 sulfur isulfur
formula

parhcle
diagram

Atoms 2 boron I magnesium 2 sodium
involved Sox9gen 1oxjgen isulfur
formula

parhcle
diagram
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Atoms 1 magnesium 1 Itkium I berium 1 boron
InvoveJ 2 cklorine I fluorine 2 bromine 5 cMorine
formu’a

pafticle
ci lagra m

Atoms 1 sodIum 1 ca!cium I aluminum
Involved I chlorine 2 bromine chlorine
form u Ia

particle
diagram

©Modeling Instruction — AMTA 2013 2 U6 wsl v3.0



2. Write each formula from Question i in the boxes corresponding to its elements. ror
example, the compound formed from sodium and sulfur has been wriften in the b0
for sodium and in the box for sulfur. Now add the rest.

1A

Hydrogen

H

2A 3A 4A 5A GA 7A

8A

Helium
2

He

Lithium Beryllium
3 4

Li Be

Sodium Magnesium
11 12

Na2S Mg

Potassium Calcium
19 20

K Ca

Boron Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen Fluorine Neon
5 6 7 8 9 10

B C N 0 F Ne

Aluminum Silicon Phosphorus Sulfur Chlorine Argon
13 14 15 16 17 18

Al Si P Na2S CI Ar

Gallium Germanium Arsenic Selenium Bromine Krypton
31 32 33 34 35 36

Ga Ge As Se Br Kr
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5. What patterns do ou find in the formulas of the compounds formed in the table in
#22

based on these patterns, predict the formulas of the compounds formed b the ions
below.

fatio oiions in compound

Atoms
involved K:Q Ca: .5 Ga: 0

formula

F. How does a neutral atom become a positive ion? a negative ion?

. Do the elements in Group IA behave more like top or bottom tape? How about the
elements in Group 7A? How so?

. Make whatever generalizations jou can about the charge of the ions formed b1
elements in columns JA, ZA, 5A and 7A based on the ratio 0f atoms in each 0f the
compounds thej form. it might help to atjour particle diagrams in #1 and
consider what charges the ions might have In order to result in neutral compounds.

©Modeling Instruction — AMTA 2013 4 U6 wsl v3.0



7. U5Ing the pact that compounds are also neutral, account or the fact that the Ions
combine In the ratios ou have listed In the table in #2. Provide a couple of specific
examples to support sour explanatIon.
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Activity: Distinguishing Ionic, Molecular, and Atomic Solids

Part 1: Look at the X-Ray Crystallography image of water, what distinguishing features can you cite?

1.

__________________________

2.

___________________________

Part 2: Complete the table below for the solids listed. Specifically, you are looking for:

• The types of particles (ions, atoms, or molecules)
• The connections between those particles (T-connected throughout, S-connected only in some directions,

N-no connections between particles).
• Identify the type of solid that best describes each row - write a brief statement summarizing what the solids in

each row have in common.

Type of Solid Type of Connections

Particles Within and Generalization Concerning

in the Solid Between Particle Types and Connections
(atom, molecule, Particles in the
ion// metal, non- Solid

metal)
Rowl

1. Argon

2. Copper

3. Graphite

Row2

1. Dry Ice (C02)

2. Sulfur ( S8)

3. Sugar (C12H22011)

Row3

1. Table Salt (NaC1)

2. Marble (CaCO3)

3. Baking Soda (NaHCO3)
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Part 3: On a white board, write a set of “Rules for Identification” of these 3 categories of solids.
Your Rules for Identification must:

• Allow for correct classification of any substance.
• Identif,’ the type of particles involved in the class of solids.
• Specify the types of connections or lack of connections between particles belonging to

this category.

Part 4: Write the “Rules for Identification” of the 3 classes of compounds agreed upon by the class.

Atomic Solids -

Molecular Solids -

Ionic Solids (Formula Unit Solids) -

_____________________________________________________________

©Modeling Instruction — AMTA 2013 2 U6 Mercury v3.0



Honors Ckemistr

Unit PartIcles th Internal Structure

Mrs. ijtcheson

wS -+

Wk9 5tructure Is important

In the table below, identilij the type o solid (atomIc, molecular, ionic) each sub5tance
lorms. Then predict in which pha5e (solid, liguici orgas) each substance would exist on
the Larch, on Mercur and1 on Pluto.

Name_____

Due Date:
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Account or dierences In the melting and boiling points o the three tpe5 o

structures.

predict which ol these substances would conduct e!ectricitj when molten.

would an olthese conduct electrIcit as a solid?

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 3 U6 ws 2 v3.0





Common Polyatomic Ions

+1 -2

Ammonium ion NH4 carbonate ion C032
chromate ion Cr042

+2 dichromate ion Cr2042
hydrogen phosphate ion HP042

Dimercury ion Hg22 oxalate ion C2042
peroxide ion 022

-1 sulfate ion S042
sulfite ion S032

acetate ion C2H302
bromate ion Br03 -3
chlorate ion Cl03
chlorite ion Cl02 phosphate ion P043
cyanide ion CN arsenate ion As043

dihydrogen phosphate ion H2P04
hydrogen carbonate ion HC03

hydrogen sulfate ion HS04
hydroxide ion OH

hypochiorite ion C10
iodate ion 103

nitrate ion NO
nitrite ion NO2

perchiorate ion CIO
permanganate ion Mn04



Common Monatomic Ions

+1

Lithium ion Li+l
Sodium ion Na+1

Potassium ion K+l
Rubidium ion Rb+1

Cesium ion Cs+1
Copper (1) ion Cu+1

Silver ion Ag+l

+2

Magnesium ion Mg+2
Calcium ion Ca+2
Strontium ion Sr+2
Barium ion Ba+2

Cadmium ion Cd+2
Chromium (TI) ion Cr+2

Cobalt (II) ion Co+2
Copper (II) ion Cu+2

Iron (II) ion Fe+2
Lead (II) ion Pb+2

Manganese (II) ion Mn+2
Mercury (II) ion Hg+2
Nickel (II) ion Ni+2

Tin (IT) ion Sn+2
Vanadium (II) ion V+2

Zinc ion Zn+2

+3

Aluminum ion Al+3
Chromium (III) ion Cr+3

Iron (III) ion Fe+3
Lead (III) ion Pb+3

Vanadium (III) ion V+3

+4

Lead (IV) ion Pb+4
Vanadium (IV) ion V+4

Tin (IV) ion Sn+4

Fluoride ion F-
Hydride ion I-F

Chloride ion Cl-
Bromide ion Br

Iodide ion I-

-2

Oxide ion 0-2
Sulfide ion S-2

Diatomic Molecules

H-,
N
0
F2
Cl
Br

I-,

—1

-3

Nitride ion N-3



Honors Ckemistrtj Name

Unit : Particles with Internal Structure

Mrs. Ltceson Pue Pate:

ionic Compounds

Properties:

1asc structural unit:

1. GIve the name 0f the following simple bmnarj Ionic compounds.
Chemical iormula Wo&5pace compound Name

Na20

K25

MgCJ2

Car2

aT2

A1255

Csr

Agr
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2. GIve the name othe oowIng5imple binar Ionic compounJ5.

ChemIcal rormula Worl Space Compound Name

Na)N

K20

Agr

MgIz

SrO
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5. Write the formula for the following binarj ionic compounds.
Compound Name

Sodium Iodide

Wo& Space Chemical rormula

Silver sulfide

Cesium oxide

erllium iodide

barium h9clriJe

Aluminum fluoride

Lithium bromide

Potassium oxide
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+. Write the formula for these ionic substances.
Compound Name Worl Space ChemIcal ro.l9’

Silver oxide

Aluminum sulfide

Sodium nItride

l3arium chloride

Strontium hjc1rIJe
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. Write the name o these ionic substances using the Stock Sstem (a Roman numeral to
specIj the charge 0f the cation).
Chemical rormula Work Space Stock Name

Snr2

5nEr

Cr0

Cr205

Hg2i2

Hglz

bcI2

e20)

5n12

HgzO

Hg5
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. Write the formulas o1 each ionIc compounJ.

Compound Name Work54U!

Chromium (III) chloride

Tin (IV) oxIde

Lead (Ii) oxide

Copper (II) Iodide

Cobalt 00 oxide

Cobalt OH) oxIde

Chromium (III) su[fidle

Manganese (IV) oxide

Gold (III) chlorIde

Titanium (iv) chloride

Iron (ii) oxide

©Modeling Instruction—AMTA 2013 6 U6 ws 3 v3.0



Honors CReniIstrj
UnIt : Particles with Internal Structure
Mrs. Cjtcheson
w.s

Repre5entIng Jon5 and rormula LJnIt5

Complete the following table identIftjIng the cation and anIon in the
compound, determIning the formula for the compound and writing the name
the compound. below the cation, anion, and formula draw a particle diagram for

Name_____

Due Date:

each.



Cation Anion rormula Name

AI÷ NO

Pb+2

KHCO5

Mg(N05)z

NHOM



Cation Anion rormula Name

LnCO5

Na5PO4

Comjete the following table b identifijing the cation and anion in the compound
and determiningthe formula for the compound. below the cation, anion, and
formula draw a partIcle diagram for each. below the name of the compound 5tate
the total number 0f atoms and the number of ions In the compound.

Cation Anion rormula Name

Silver chromate

# atoms #ions

Lithium chlorate

# atoms # Ions



Cation Anion rormula Name

Copper (I) nItrate

# atoms # Ions

Iron (III) suKicle

# atoms # ons

CaLium su1ate

# atoms # ons

Potassium phospate

#atoms #ions



Honors Chemistr

Unit : Particles th Internal Structure

Mr5. L3tcheson

WS -7

Name_____

Due Date:

Properties:

basic structural unit:

Molecular Compouncl5

1. Name each olthe following binar compounds of non-metallic elements

Chemical rormula Compound Name

Cr4

N2P5

PCI)

id

N20

5Ir+

GeH
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2. Write the formula for the foowIng binar compounds 0f nonmetallIc elements.

Compound Name Chemical rormula

phosphorus trIodide

Silicon tetrachioride

Dinitrogen pentoxide

Dinitrogen tetroxide

carbon monoxide

Carbon dioxide

Sulfur hexafluoride

DInitrogen tetrachiorIde

Carbon tetralodide

phosphorus pentaflouride

Diphosphorus pentoxide
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Honor5 Chemistr
Unit é: Particles with nternal Structure
Mrs. Cjtcheson

UnIt 6 Review

1. Recall jour representations othe atoms In the Sticluj Tape actIvItj. eIow is a pair o
tapes bel:ore thej have been pulled apart. Lxplaln whj thej would not exert a lorce
(either attractive or repulsive) on one another.

ocxDo
oEXO

2. below are groups 0f the Inner cores o the atoms 0f the tapes after thea have been
pulled apart. .5Letch In the mobile negative charges to show how the top tape becomes
(+) and the bottom becomes (-).

oom
orno

5. What evidence allowed us to conclude that the top tape was (+)‘
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-1-. below is a group o the inner cores o a piece o metal Sletch in where ou would
expect to find the mobile negative charges 11 a top (+) tape were brought to the left o1
the foil. cxplain jour diagram.

+
+
+

+

. Describe how JJ Thomson concluded that the mobile charged particle in the atom had a
(—) charge.

. A solution o salt conducts electricit; a solution o sugar does not. Lxplain.

7. below left is a 2-D arra that represents an ionic lattice. At right is a 2-D arraj that
represent5 a molecular 50ld. in what wads are thea sImilar? In what wads are thea
dierent?
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8. What evidence helped us to conclude that chloride ions have a (—) charge?

9. How do ou decide h0 mane ions o1 each tJpe combine to form an ionic compound?

io. wh d0 Ionic 50lId5 have higher melting and boiling points than d0 most molecular
solids?

ii. wh d0 we use the term “formula unit” rather than “molecule” when we refer to the
simplest repeating unit of an ionic solid?

12. How manj ions are formed when 50lId Na250+ dissolves?
In what wads are the (+) and (—) ions dIfferent?
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15. Apart from maLing lile clI4Icult lor beginning chemistrj stuclent5, wh do chemi5t5 refer
to CO2 as carbon dIoxide, et use the name tin (IV) oxide to descrIbe 5n02?

1+. MaLe sure that ou Lnow whIch combinations o elements give rise to Ionic compounds
and which lorm molecular compounds.

15. MaLe sure that jou are lamiliar with the names, formulas and charge o1 the common ions
ou were assigned to learn so that ou can readilj name ionic compounds as well as
write lormulas for compounds whose names are given.
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Honor5 CkemI5trj
Un7: ChemIcal ReaCtIofl5: PartIcle5anJ Lnerg

Activities and Assignments
v” NailLab
V W57-1: Rearranging Atoms
V W.57-2: alancingC9uations
V W.57-5: balancing More Cguations
V Quiz
V WS7-+: Writing and a1ancing Word L9uations
V Reaction Tjpes Lab
V W5 7-5: Patterns o1 Chemical Reactions
V W5 7-s: Tapes o1 Chemical Reactions
V W.5 7-7: Representing Chemical Potential Lnerg In Change
V Unit Review W.5

V Unit7Lxam

Standards

33. am able to model chemical change as th rearrangement o atoms and
depict those changes using a partIcle diagram.
am able to able to correctlj represent a chemical change as a balanced

chemical e9uatIon.
am able to classij a chemical change as one o1 the ollowingtpes o1

reactions and use the patterns in these reaction tapes to predict the
products of a reaction: snthesis, decomposition5 single replacement,
double replacement, and combustion.
I am able to describe a reaction as exotherniic or endothermic based on
the change in energj and use energj bar graphs to account for those
changes.

Studj Guide
• Describe chemical changes in terms of rearranging atoms to form new

substances.



• Recognize that the total number o par±icles (sum o1 the coJ-bcients) can
change during a reaction because o1 dIerences in the bonding ratios o
each substance.

• Recognize that the total number olE atoms doe5 not change during a
reaction because ever reactant atom must be included in a product
molecule.

• Learn to describe reactions in terms olE macroscopic observations.
Learn to describe reactions in terms olE microscopic behavior 0lE atoms.

• Learn to write balanced e9uations to represent these changes
sjmbolIcallj.

• Cxplain that the coelElEicients in a chemical e9uation describe the 9uantities
olE the individual atoms or molecules involved and the moles olE the
substances involved.

• Observe basic pafterns in the wa substances react and learn to
generalize them to other reactions encountered: snthesis,
decomposition, single replacement, double replacement, and combustion.

• Describe endothermic and exothermic reactions in terms 0lE storage 0lE
chemIcal potential energj.



Chemical Equations and
Reactions

Unit 7

Chemical Reaction

Process in which substances are changed
into other substances.

• Reactants are changed; products are
the result.

• Total mass of reactant(s) must total
mass of product(s).

Indications of Chemical Reactions

• Gives off energy (heat, light, Sound).
• Gives off gas (bubbles).
• Forms a solid (ppt).

bescribing Chemical
Reactions

Chemical Equation

• bescribes chemical reactions.
Uses symbols and formulas to indicate
what substances and relative amounts of
the substances are involved

(NH4)2Cr2O7(s) — N2(g) + Cr203(s) + 4H20 (g)

Characteristics of Chemical
Equations

• To be correct, the chemical equation
must:
- Represent known facts.
- Contain correct formulas.
- Satisfy Law of Conservation of Mass.

1



How To Write a Chemical
Equation

Write a Formula Equation

• Replace names of reactants and
products with the correct formulas.

Fe203 + Al —* Fe + A1203

Symbols Used in Chemical
Equations

• Table 8-2, pg. 246 (Red book).
Be able to interpret them when given

• Be able to supply them when the
appropriate information is given.

Write a Word Equation

Identify facts to be represented.

Iron (III) oxide * Aluminum Iron (III) * Aluminum oxide

Balance the Equation

• Satisfy the Law of Conservation of
Mass.
Never change a formula.

• Only use coefficients to balance
equation.

Fe203 + 2A1 —+ 2Fe + A1203
• If you can’ t get it balanced, usually

there is a formula mistake.

Significance of Chemical
Equations

2



A. Chemical equations and algebra are
similar because they express
equalities.

2. Ratios of reactants to products.
H2 + Cl2 —. 2HCI

1 mol H2: 1 mol Cl2: 2 mol HCI
20 mol H2. 20 mol Cl2 : 40 moP HCI
2 g H2 : 71 g Cl2: 73 g HCI
4 g H2 : 142 g Cl2: 146 g HCI

Chemical Equations bon’ t
Give:

Indication whether reaction actually
occurs.
Info about how fast reaction occurs
How the atoms/ions move from reactant
to product.

B. Chemical equations can be interpreted
quantitatively.

1. Relative amounts of reactants and products.
H2+Cl2-— 2HCI

1 molecule of hydrogen reacts with 1 molecule of
chlorine to produce 2 molecules of hydrogen
chloride.
1 mole of hydrogen reacts with 1 mole of chlorine
to produce 2 moles of hydrogen chloride.
2 g of hydrogen react with 71 g of chlorine to
produce 73 g of hydrogen chloride.

3. Reverse reactions
• Products become reactants in reverse.
• Law of Conservation of Mass still applies.

2HC1- H2+ Cl2

3



Types of Chemical Reactions

Reactions of Elements w/Oxygen

• Produces oxide of the element.

2Mg+02—*2MgO
2Fe+O2— 2FeO
4Fe+302—+ 2Fe2O3

Reactions of Metals w/
Nonmetals Other than Oxygen

• Produces an ionic cmpd.

2Na + Cl2 — 2NaCI
Co+F2—* CoF2
2Na+F2— 2NaF
U+3F2— UF6
2Na+S— Na25

Synthesis Reactions

• Two or more substances combine to
form a new compound.

A + X — AX

• A and X are elements or cmpds.
• AX is a cmpd.

Reactions of Two Nonmetals

• Forms covalent cmpd.

2H2+02-4 2H20

5+O2’ °2

C÷02—* CO2

Synthesis Reactions of Oxides

A. Oxides of active metals react with
H20 to produce metal hydroxides.

CaO + H20 —‘ Ca(OH)2

4



Synthesis Reactions of Oxides

Nonmetal oxides react with H20 to
produce an oxyacid.

SO3+H2O— H25O4

becomposition Reactions

• A single cmpd. undergoes a reaction
that produces 2 or more simpler
substances.

AX —* A + X

• Most take place only if heat or energy is
added.
- Use the symbol A above the yield arrow.

Electrolysis

• becomposition of substances by
electrical current.

2H20 —‘ 2H2 +02

• Over the yield arrow, write “elect”.

Synthesis Reactions of Oxides

• Metal oxides react with nonmetal oxides
to produce a salt.

CaO+SO3— Ca504

becomposition of Binary Cmpds.

• Binary compounds decompose into their
constituent elements.

2HgO— 2Hg+02

becomposition of Metal
Carbonates

• When heated, breaks down to metal
oxide and carbon dioxide.

CaCO3 CaQ + CO2

5



becomposition of Metal
Hydroxides

• When heated, give metal oxides and
H20.

Ca(OH)2 —‘ CaO + H20

becomposition of Acids

• becompose into nonmetallic oxides and
H20.

H2C03 —* CO2 + H20
H2504—* 503+H20

Replacement of a Metal by a
More Reactive Metal

2A1 + 3Fe(N03)2 —* 3Fe + 2Al(N03)3

becomposition of Metal Chlorates

When heated, gives metal chloride and
oxygen.

2KC103 — 2KCI+ 302

Single Replacement Reactions

One element replaces a similar element
in a compound.

A÷BX— AX+B
Y+BX— BY+X

Replacement of H in H20 by a
Metal

• Active metals react with H20 to
produce metal hydroxides and hydrogen.

2Na + 2H20 — 2NaOH + H2
Less active metals react with H20 to
produce metal oxides and hydrogen.

2Fe+3H2O— Fe203+3H2

6



Replacement of H in an Acid by a
Metal

• Active metals replace H in the acid to
produce a metal cmpd. and hydrogen.

Mg + 2HCI —* H2 + MgCl2

bouble Replacement Reactions

• Ions of 2 cmpds exchange positions to
form new compounds

• Products usually are: a ppt, gas or H20

AX+BY— AY÷BX

Formation of a Gas

• A product is an insoluble gas and
bubbles out.

Fe5(aq) + 2HCI(aq) —* H25 I + FeCI2(aq)

Replacement of Halogens

• One halogen replaces another halogen.
• Can replace only those below it in the

group on periodic table.

Cl2 + 2KBr —‘ 2KCI + Br2
F2 + 2NaI —, 2NaF +

Formation of a Precipitate

• Positive ions react with negative ions of
the other cmpd and an insoluble product
results.

• See “Solubility Rules”.

Pb(N03)2(aq) + 2K1(aq) — Pb12 + 2KN03(aq)

Formation of Water

HCI(aq) + NaOH(aq) — NaCl(aq) + H20(l)

7



Combustion Reactions

• A substance combines with oxygen
releasing a large amount of energy in
the form of light and heat.
Burning hydrocarbons (H & C) yields CO2
and H20.

C3H8i-502—* 3C02÷4H20

The Activity Series

The ability to react is the activity of
the element.
Basic principles of use:

1. Those listed can replace all those below it
but none above it.

2. Check side notes.

*Useful in predicting whether or not reaction
actually occurs or not.

Activity Series of the
Elements

tf Atity f
Mftk

€t ,.,th dd UOddds. p’i0 hydg F,
b P,t,tb yg ,&s Cl,

& I,’

Mg R.,, .,ilh ,t.m (b,,l ,t c&d .,aft,) pC,i,g hv&,g
Al
M

C,

C, b,,,tr.,t*lth,.,t.,
; R’&’t .th ,A& — hy&,g€a

Pb

R,,t*th,C,g.f,nOg,,ides.

Ho

Ag Foirlyor.o,tio.fooMgoA&soMgi.d,ectIg
Pt

Activity Series of the Elements
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Honors Chemistrj Name_________________________
Unit 7: Chemical Reactions: articles and Lnergj
Mrs. Ctcheson Date Due:

W57-J

Rearranging Atoms

acLgrouncI
Describe what jou alread Inow about each othese ideas. Give an example in each othe

last+ item5.

Conservation o Ma55

Chemical rormula

Subscripts in lormulas

Coeicient (Hint: what is the function o a coeicient in math?)
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Procedure:
1. Use3ouratom model Littoconstructthe reactantmoleculesforeach chemical change

below. Then rearrange the atoms to form the product molecules. Add more reactant
molecule5 as needed to form complete
product molecules th no leL-overs.

2. Draw particle diagrams for each reactant
molecule used and each product molecule
produced under the reaction.

____

5. Determine the number of each reactant
molecule ou needed in order to mate the
product(s) with no leltovers (a complete
reaction) and record each number as a
coefficient in front Of its reactant formula.

+. Determine how mans product molecules
jou 0ld get from the complete reaction.
Write that number as a coelbcient in front
of each product formula.

Data and Observations:
1.

___

H2

____H20

Diagram:

LEGO Atom Key
LOch GO t. • o. atom

hdroqen (H) =

=

C.OICL,rll )C)
Macjrteum (‘.lq

______

ton (Fe)
Coppør (Cu)

Ctbn(C)

:rpt r.’ —

__________

Su!tur(St 0

Oyçen (0) =

Chkne (Ct)

______

£“OWt 0? tFQ rc$es

+

+

_____H2

2.

Diagram:

____cl2

- HCl
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5. Na + 02 —

_____Na20

Diagram:

_____N2

÷

_____H2

NH5

Diagram:

___CH++

-

___C02+ ___H20

Diagram:

NO ÷ -

_____NO2

Diagram:

7. re ÷

_____C]2

-

_____eCI5

Diagram:

8.

____CH5OH

+ 02 -

____CO2

+

_______H20

Diagram:
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AnaIj5Is

1. in the e9uation lor each reaction, compare the total number o1 atoms ou have belore
the reaction (reactant atoms) to the total number after the reaction (product atoms).

2. At the beginning o the sear we observed that mass is conserved in changes. How does
sour answer to 9uestion 1 explain conservation o mass?

). Lool at the product molecule (ammonia) in reaction #4.

a. What does the coelIcient tell us about th substance?

b. What do the subscripts on the nitrogen and hdrogen in NH5 tell us about the
composition olthe ammonia molecule?

c. Note that the sum olE the reactant coelEicients does not e9ual the sum of the product
coef4icients for reaction #4. ‘et in reaction #2, the sums are egual. Lxplain the
sums of coelEiicients d0 not necessaril have to egual one another in a reaction.
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Manors Cheniistrij Name

LJnit7: Chemical Reactions: Partcles & nerg

Mrs. Ltcheson DLIC Date:

W57-2

aIancIng c1uation5

PART I

balance each of the following e9uations b3 inser±ingthe proper coefticients. ror selected

reactions5 draw “before” and “after” particle diagrams to 5hOW the partIcles involved In the
reaction.

I. C + H20+

__CO

+

__H2

2.

___Mg0)

Mg + 02

5. + 02 -1

______Al20

rOR AThK

±

_____Zn

+ H-5O Ln5O + H2

5.

______c12

+ K! +

______KCI

+ 12

______ccl

4 Cu +

______c12

7. Na + Cl2 1

_____NaCl



8.

____Al

+

____HCl

-

_____Aid5

+ H2

roR ArTER

9.

_____[e2O5

)

_____1e

+ 02

10.

_____P

+ 02

_____P205

11.

____Mg

+ HCl +

____MgClz

+ H2

12.

_____H2

+

____

N2 4 NH5

15.

_____ad2

+

____

H250 5 a504 +

_____Hdl

14. CH + 02 CO2 + H20

ATR



15. LnCI2 + (NH+)25 Zn5 +

_____NHCl

a. ñnd the molar mass 0f each of the reactants.

b. How mans mole5 of LnCI2 would be in 25 g of LnCl2?

c. How much mass would 0.55 moles of (NH+)25 have?

PART I!

Write the formulas of the reactants and products, then balance the eguations.
C/ue5 & HInts:

• Products usuall follow words lIle “produces, jields, forms”.

• Watch for diatomic elements, which are often gases.
• include “state designations” behind each substance, (s), (I), (g), when the state is

given.
• Remember air is a mixture 0f prImaril two gases, 02 and N2. Which is most lilel to

participate in th5 reaction?
• Llemental metals exist as single, unbonded atoms, lIle copper (Cu).

• Watch for ionic vs. molecular compounds. Use nomenclature rules, sour ion and
periodic table to figure out formulas.

1. Nitric oxide (NO) reacts with ozone (0) to produce nitrogen dioxide and oxgen
gas.

2. iron burns in air to form a blacl 50ld, re5o+.



5. Sodium metal reacts wIth chlorIne gas to lorm sodium chloride.

+. Acetlene, C2H2, burns In air to form carbon dioxide and water.

5. Hdrogen peroxide, HO2, easil decomposes Into water and oxgen gas.

Hjdrazine, N2H.4-, and hjdrogen peroxide are used together as rocLet fuel. The
products are nitrogen gas and water.

7. I potassIum chlorate Is strongl heated, it decomposes to jield oxgen gas and
potassIum chloride.

8. When sodium hdroxide is added to suKuric acid, M250+, the products are water and
sodium su[fate.

In the Haber process, hdrogen gas and nitrogen gas react to form ammonIa, NH5.



Honor5 Chemistr Name_______________________

UnIt 7: Chemical Reactlon5: Parcle5 & Lnerg

Mr5. Ljtche5on Due Date

W5 7-5

aIancIng More guatIons

PART I

balance each o the following e9uatIon5 b in5efting the proper coel4lclent5.

I.

____.50z

+ 02 -1 505

2.

__CH+

02 -1

__CO

+

__H20_____p

+

_____cl2

.1

_____cl5

-f.

____CO

+ 02 1

____CO2____CH

+ 02 -ì

____CH5OH______LI

+

______ _____Lbr

7.

_____A1205

+

_____Al

+ 02

8.

____Na

+

____H20

ì

____NaOH+ ____H2

9.

____CO2

+

____H20

1

____CH20

+ 02

10.

_____H2SO

+

_____NaCI

ì

_____HCI

+

_____Na2S0-

11.

____H2

+ 502 -, H25 +

____H20

12.

____CaCO5

+

____CaO

+

____CO2

15.

_____AgNO5

+ CaCI2 4

_____AgCI

+

_____Ca(N05)2



1+. HCI+ a(0H)2 5

____aCl2

+

____H20

15.

_____H5PO

+

_____NaOH

4

_____Na’,PO+

H20

Pb(N05)2 +

_____KI

4

_____pbi2

+

_____KNO5

17.

_____CuO

+ NH5 4 N2+ Cu+

_____H20

18.

____C2HOH

+ 02 4

____CO2

+

____H20

19.

____C2H

+ 02 4

____CH5COOH

+ H20

20.

____NO2

+ H20 4

____HNO5

+

____NO

PART H

Write the lormulas o1 the reactants and produCt5 then balance the eguatlons. Include state
designations l:or 50l1d5, liguids, and gases when the necessar information Is provided. An
agueous solution results when a substance is dissolved In water and designated WIth (ag).

1. When a solution o hjdrogen chloride is added to 50lId sodium bicarbonate,
NaHCO, the products are carbon dioxide, water and agueous sodium chloride.

2. Steam (gaseous water) reacts WIth carbon at high temperatures to produce carbon
monoxide and hjdrogen gases.

5. Limestone, CaCO5, decomposes when heated to produce lime, CaO, and gaseous

carbon dioxide.



Lthl alcohol, C2HO, is a liguid that burns in air to produce carbon dioxIde and
gaseous water.

solid titanium (iv) chloride reacts jth water, corming solid titanium (IV) oxide and
agueous hdrogen chloride.

At high temperatures, the gases chlorine and water react to produce hdrogen
chloride and oxjgen gases.

7. Steel wool is nearl pure iron that burns in air to form the 50lId iron (III) oxide.

8. During photosjnthesis in plants, carbon dioxide and water are converted into
glucose, CH12O, and oxgen gas.

9. Solutions o calcium hjdroxide and nitric acid, HNO5(ag), react to produce water
and agueous calcium nitrate.





Honors ChemIstr9 Name________________

UnIt 7: ChemIcal Reactions: Particles & nergj

Mrs. jtckeson Date Due:

WS 7-+
Writing and aIancIng Word c1uatIon5

Write balanced chemical ecuatíons for ti-ic following reactIons.

L Ammonia, NH5, reacts with hjdrogen chloride to form ammonium chloride.

2. Calcium carbonate decomposes upon heatingto form calcium oxide and carbon
dioxide.

5. barium oxide reacts with water to lorm barium hdroxide.

+. Acetaldehde, CH5CHO, decomposes to Iorm methane, CH+, and carbon
monoxide.

. Zinc reacts with copper (II) nitrate to lorm zinc nitrate and copper.

. Calcium sulfite decomposes when heated to form calcium oxide and sulfur dioxide.
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7. ron reacts with sulliiric acid, H5O-, to form iron (H) sullate and hdrogen gas.

8. A nitrogen containing carbon compound5 C2HN2, decomposes to lorm ethane,
and nitrogen gas.

9. Phosgene, COCl, Is formed when carbon monoxide reacts with chlorine gas.

10. Manganese (H) iodide decomposes when exposed to light to form manganese and
iodine.

ii. Dlnitrogen pentoxide reacts with water to produce nitric acid, H NO5.

12. Magnesium reacts th titanium (IV) chloride to produce magnesium chloride and
titanium.

15. Carbon reacts th zinc oxide to produce zinc and carbon dioxide.
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1+. bromine reacts with sodium iodide to form sodium bromide and iodine.

i. phosphorus, a tetratomic molecule, RI-, reacts with bromine to produce
phosphOrus tribromide.

1. Lthanol, CZH5OH, reacts with oxgen gas to produce carbon dioxide and water.

17. Calcium hdride reacts with water to produce calcium hdroxide and hdrogen gas.

18. Sulfuric acid, HSO+, reacts with pota5sium hdroxide to produce potassium
sulfate and water.

19. Propane, C5H8, burns in air to produce carbon dioxide and water.
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